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Editorial

It is a single microorganism, a bit of a genetic material that shook us and held the entire globe hostage. Not an earthquake, a tsunami, a wild fire, but a weightless virome, unequipped with the modern gadgets of artillery like grenades, missiles and bombs devastated humans and kicked them to the current state of scenario. How strong human species is; can be anybody’s guess work. This is the other dimension of otherwise the mighty inhabitant of the earth, THE MAN! As we all sit inside our homes in quarantine; time to introspect. Each one of us is experiencing a growing palpable fear within! We can’t come out, socialize with our members of family, neighbors, relations and kiths and kins. We can’t shake hands, hug, kiss or even share emotions, a disease that has distanced humans from each other. Even the men are scared to carry the dead to the grave. Every individual is in his own isolation. Even in some parts of world, members of the same family or in quarantine in the same home in their individual rooms in isolation. All the plans, programs, future agendas of man have been thrown to winds by this so called COVID-19, coronavirus. As we sit in isolation; time to connect to our creator and beg for mercy and pardon our mistakes; we have done with our fellow beings; our co existent species and our mother earth! O! Creator, forgive our sins and get us out of this carnival of chaos and uncertainty!!
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